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How to use Polymer Nail Gel Extensions
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First Select a fitting nail form for

all nails and set aside.

Then file the nail surface so that you

remove the natural shine. Wipe the

nail to remove all dust. TIP: This will

help the nail extension hold for as

long as possible. 

Using the spatula, squeeze a

portionof the polymer from the tube

onto the dual form. 

Finsih your polymer nail gel with the

pinkwolf no wipe top coat and cure for

1-2 mins under a UV/LED lamp. Tip:

To decorate your extension nail with

add any gel polish, nail art stickers,

stamps or  jewels before the top coat. 

Gently press the nail forms onto your

nail. Turn teh nail over and even out

the gek on the underside of the nail

form. Tip: Use Alcohol solution and

remove any gel that has squeezed out

at the sides.  

The nail already has a smooth surface

due to the nail form.Wipe both sides of

the nail extension with the alcohol

solution. You can now shape the nail

extension to your preferred shape. 

First dip the brush into the isocol soluiton.

Gently brush the gel inside the nail form

and make sure to cover the sides. Make

ther gel thinner at the cuticle and thicker at

the end of the nail. Tip: Dab brush onto a

cloth if it is too wet. The alcohol solution

makes the gel softer& easy to brush 

Prime the nail by applying a thin base

coat and cure under UV/LED nail lamp

for about 60 seconds. Tip: for best

results usb a 36W+ nail lamp..

Prepare the nail surface. Clean the

nail by removing any excess cuticle

and trimming the nail length. 

Cure both sides of the nail extension

under a UV/LED lamp. First the top

side for 1-2 mins and then the

underside for 30 sec. Once cured,

wriggle the tip slightly and /or push

the ends together until the form comes

off.
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